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Dispar ity in sentencing felons based on racial considerations has long been considered a pr)blem for civil
libertar1ans ' and scholars alike.

Examine data gathered in

Kentucky , this thesis addresses this issue through the
application oi tec 2ntly developed methodological techniques.
Utilizing an index of sentencing equality, this study shows
that while differences do exist in black and white offenderoffense ch aracteristics, t hese differences do not account
for the variations in sentences rendered in cases of white
as opposed to black felons.

This exploratory research

reviews and critiques previous

rese ~~ ch

and provides

ev.idence wh ich should prove useful in resolving the problem
of racial -based sentencing disparity .

CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In its 1972 decision questioning the constitutionality
of the death penalty under the equal protection clause of
the 14th amendment,

the United States Supreme Court held

that the most severe penal sanctions were imposed in an
arbitrary and freakish manner.
v Georgia,

Four yea rs later, in Gregg

the court accepted as con stitutional the death

penalty statutes of several states which provided specific
review procedures for the implementat ion of the death penalty .
With the exception of the sentence to dea th, however, the
appellate courts have generally maint a;'1e d a "hands-off"
policy in revie\-ling the imposition of sentences handed do\-m
within the statutory specifications of the states.

Thus,

the courts, while recogni z ing a Eeneral inequality in the
meeting of severe penalties, have deferred from evaluatinr
the equality of sentences imposed for presumably le sser
offenses.
Recent historical events have made the ftmerican double
standard of justice part of the conventional wisdom.

It

may be safe to assume that almost any person, minimally educated and aware, would recog nize that particular statutes
work to t h e advantage of their incumbants, while still others
1
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serve to devalue the efficacy of the principles of equality
before the law as it affects the poor, minorities, and similarly dispossessed persons who find themselves confronting
the criminal justice system.

The general absence of the

powe rful and the "well placed" from :ne normal course of
criminal prosecutions leaves our courts with what may be
cons trued as an overrepresentation of those least able to
deal adequately with the system .
Having, then, the poor and powerless as their principle
clientele,

the judiciary exercises wide-ranping discretion

for differentiating amone these persons in the imposition of
jus tic e.

For most offenses the imposition of justice in-

cludes penalties ranging from fines or probation to extended
periods of confinement in a controlled, regulated and often
violent prison environment.
In a consideration of criminal justice within the United
States, perhaps no concept is more diffuclt co define than
the concept of justice.

These difficulties are exacerbated

\-lhen one attempts to measure whether justice is done in
fact, and whether the exercise of judicial discretion has
any effect on the doing of justice.

A growinr body of evi-

d ence demonstrate s that there is much de facto discrimination in the criminal justice system.

The poor and minorities

seem to be more likely to be sanctioned, to be sanctioned
more severely, and to be denied their rights and the full
opportunity to defend their interests (Schrag, 1971 : 176-

80).
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One's investments in the ft~erjcan criminal justice
process serve

in a large part to determine the perspective

one has on the nature and dispensation of justice.

Persons

who are frequently and fully processed within the system
fail to perceive that it dispenses justice and rega ~ J it as
unju st.

Recent studies of convicted offenders disclose that

they be l ieve that judicial personnel exercise discretion in
a fashion which, in effect, constitutes a "betrayal" of the
civil rights of offenders throug h the implementation of a
do uble standard of just ice (Casper, 1972; Faine and Bohlander,
1977) .
In recent years criminal justice sentencing in particul ar has received considerable attention.

This judicial

function has been viewed as symptomatic of the "breakdown"
of criminal justice within the United States .

Critics are

divided in their concerns about the causes of that breakdown.
A substantial body, particularly minorit y Er oup citizens ~~ d
pr opo nent s of civil liberties, beli e ves that the discretionary power of judges must be restricted.

However, a growing

majority, includin g citizens' groups, law enforcement officials, at torneys, correctional personnel , as well as judges
themselves, appears to demand more punitive standards of
justice for offenses they re g ard as serious and legitima te
uses of judicial discretion.
Writing in 1970, Richard <!uinney observes that "the
boundarie s of discretion are not clearly defined."

He

asserts t h at "judicia l decisions are not made uniformly ."
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He poin ts ou t t h at " decisions are made according to a host
o f extra -l ega l factors," and that "the most obvious example
of judicial discretion occurs in the handling of persons
f rom minority groups" (Quinney , 1970: 141-42).
This problem, the inequitable enactment of justice
through disparity in sentencing, has proven enirmatic to
jurisprudential scholars and sociologists alike since Sellin
suggested over fifty years ago that the topic should be a
r esearch focus within the study of criminal justice (Sellin,
1928).

While the fact of sentencing disparity is well esta-

bl ished , social scientists have failed to empirically
account for those differences in sentencing which appear to
be systematic.

While critical criminolog ist s have proffered

the claim that extra-legal factors such as sex, socioeconomic
status, and race account for differences in sentences, sociologists have enjoyed mixed success in isolating these variables which are outside the domain of law and which may
account for sentencing di spa rity.
Given,

then,

that 1) it is the socially weak who exper-

ience the forces of the courts; 2) the spirit of the rehabilitative/reformative ethic prescribes the indi vidualization of
sentences; and 3) existing research serves to do little more
than focus the issue of race and sentencin g, it becomes
n ecessary to specify those factors most closely associated
wit h the varying levels of severity implicit in the sanctions
avai l a b le t o and impose d by the sentencing judge.
t h es i s proports to meet this task.

This

It is the general purpose
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of this thesis to review the salient researcn relating to
race and sentencing disparity , to analyze specific data,
and to a d dre ss the following orienting statements:
1.

Does inter-racial inequality in the rendering
of judicial sentence exist in Kent ·~ cky?

2.

Are extra-le gal factors (other than race) associated
with the dispositions of convicted offenders in
Kentucky?

3.

Are legal factors (offense related variables)
associated with legal dispositions?

4.

Does inter-racial sentencing disparity exist
even after blacks and whites are standardized
for other legal and extra-legal g roup differences?

CHAPTER II
STUDIES OF SENTENCING

Sociological studies of sentencing have often emphasized
the role of extra-legal attributes of offenders in the determination of sentence.

The term extra-legal is used here

in referenc e to offender characteristics that are legally
irrelevant to the imposition of sentence .

Specifically, the

independent variables most often considered include the race,
sex, age , and socioeconomic status (SES) of the defendant .
Although sociologically oriented studies seem to presume
that such variables are legally irrelevant to the imposition
of sentence, they have nonetheless at:empted to detect their
extra-legal influence.
An alternative "legalistic" view of sentencin~ addresses
factors emphasized in official-normative descriptions of the
criminal justice system.

The legal variables most often

considered include the defendant's prior criminal record,
the number of indicted offenses, the nature of the present
offense(s), and the current le ga l status of the defendant,
among others.
Overby (1970) in his system-wide analysis of ahuses in
t h e exercise of discretion argues that most research in

6
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sentencing is limited by its regional sampling specifications.

Such studies, in other words, are usually not

national in scope, nor do they entertain such considerations
as whether counsel for the defense was public or privately
retained,

the educational level of the defendant,

the re-

lationship between the victim and the defendant, and the
def endant 's potential for rehabilitation .

Obviously, some

of these variables are difficult to measure and,

therefore,

many researchers have simply concluded that sentencing disparity is due to the more observable extra-legal variables
of sex, age SES, and, most often, race.
Studies Focusing on Judicial Attitudes
Some scholars have advanced the argument that phenomenological factors have a large impact on judicial decision
making.

Of major concern has been the notion that political

factors determine judicial decisions.

In their study of

nine judges in one court, Smith and B1umr erg found that each
judge had a stron g history of polit ica l activity in formal
political organ i zat ions and that none was an outstanding
lawyer in private practice .

Yet each was found to be

"assiduous, loyal, and reliable party workers \vho made
contributions of time, money or both , to their respective
political clubs" (Smith and Blumberg, 1967 : 98).
Nagel (1963) associated several socioeconomic and
demographic attributes of judges with judicial decision
making.

He found that judges who have conservative
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attitudes in private life exhibit those same attributes in
fulfilling their professional responsibilities .

Thus, Nagel

found that personal values seem to influence judicial decision making.

"Brilliant or not so brilliant," he suggests,

" all judges are human.

The } thus have values which are

shaped by their backgrounds and which are manifested in
their decisions" (Nagel, 1963 : 43-44) .

Additionally he

observed that most judges are Hhite, Anglo-Saxon protestants
who tend to lean to the conservative side moreso than their
non-Anglo-Saxon, non-protestant counterparts .
In other research , Nagel (1962) studied state and
federal supreme court judges .

He found that those judges

who most often supported the defense in a criminal case were
more frequently Democratic than Republican, not members of
the American Bar Association , and Catholic rather than nonCatholic.

They were less likely to have conservative values

and less likely to have served a s ~r os e cutors before they
assumed the bench.
The now almost classic Canadian study of Ho garth (1971)
concluded that sentencing is not rational or mechanical, but,
instead, it is a "human process."

It is, he suggests,

"subject to all the frailties of the human mind" (Ho£a rth,
1971: 356).

Lik e Nagel, Hog arth found an association be-

tween judges' social, cultural, and economic backg rounds
and the sentences which they handed down in criminal cases .
He discovered that the greater the l ength of time a judge
had served on the bench, the more systemati c his sentencing

policies and philosophy.

Similarly, he found that the
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greater the workload the less variation there was in the
exercise of discretion and the greater the reliance on fines
in criminal cases.
points out,

Yet the g rea ter the workload, Hogarth

the more likely J udges were to engage in "puni-

tive behavior" (Hoga rth, 1971: 369).

He constructed pro-

files of judge s and divided them into several groups based
on particular characteristics.

"The most punitive groups.

were found to be young, well educated urban mapistrates.
The least punitive group were young, well educated, rural
mag is t rat e s " ( 3 71) .
Hogarth concluded that sentencing is a "very human
process."

It is, he argued , a "dynamic process in which the

facts of the cases, the cOnstraints arising out of the law
and the social system, and other features of the external
world are interpreted, assimilated, and made sense of in
ways compatable with the attitudes of the magistrates
concerned" (382) .
The quasi-phenomenological approaches of Smith and
Blumberg, Nagel, Hogarth and others (McGuire and Holtzoff,
1940; Gaudet, 1949; Hood, 1962; and Shoham, 1966), while

~tili zing

attitudinal data derived from studies of the judi-

ciary, represent only a small portion of the research in
sentencing di spa rity .

The large r part of this research

attempts to systematically explain sentencing variance in
terms of observable, quantitative criteria.
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Studies Focusing on Offense -Of fender Characteristics
Guy B. Johnson was among the first scholars to examine
specific demographic characteristics of defendants as they
rela ted to the sentence imposed (1941).

He h ypothesized

that t he sever i ~ y of the sentence was first a function of
the race o f the victim
of the offender.

and second

a function of the race

Us ing homicide data from 1930 to 1940 in

North Carolina, Georgia, and Virginia, he concluded that
blacks who attacked wh ites received the most. severe prison
sentences;

followed by white offenders with white victims;

black offfenders against black victims ; and white offenders
a ea inst black victims.

Thus, he argued, for homicide in

part of the South, blacks were systematicall y discriminated
against in terms of the sentences imposed during the 1930's.
Johnsons's study was expanded upon by Harold Garfinkel
(1949) who di stinguished two deprees of homicide and includ e d manslaughter il. a n analysis of North Carolina data
for the same years as those studied by Johnson .

Garfinkel

considered a number of dependent variables in addition to
sentence severity as indices of systematic discrimination .
Thes e incl uded the percentage of offenders in each of the
four victim-offender combinacions who w re indicted, charre d,
and convicted, and the percentage for whom the charpes
reductd.

'ere

He also calculated the percentages of each of the

four offender types who were sentenced to death or life
imprisonment as opposed to less severe penalties for first
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degree murder.

Garfinkel showed that the sentencing puttern

was clear, in that as t he order of decreasing severity among
the four offender-vic tim g roups was the same as that found
by Johnson.

While Garfinkel's work confirms Johnson's, it

should be noted that neither researcher investigated the
existence of legally relevant antecedent or intervening
variables that may have accounted for the sentencing variations attributed to racial differences .
Also studying homicides, but in Cleveland between 1947
and 1954, Bensing and Schroeder (1960) showed the weakness
of designs which fail to control for important outcome related factors.

They, like Garfinkel, discovered a signifi-

cant difference between the proportion of black offenders
with white victims and white offenders Hith black victims
who were charged and convicted of homicide (46 percent and

o

percent respec tively).

Unlike Garfinkel who had argued

that the differ ence might be a function of discrimination,
Bensing and Schroeder attributed the distinction to the i~
pact of a le gally intervening variable -- whether the defendant had been charged with felony-murder as opposed to
some other form of first degree murder.

The legal defini-

tion of felony-murder makes it easier to "prove," therefore
a defendant char ge d with felony-murder is more likely to be
convicted as charged than is a defendant charged with murder
in the first de gree.
The significance of this distinction rests with the
authors' finding that significantly more black defendants
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with white victims than white offenders with black v~ctims
we r e originally charged with felony-murder.

Black offenders

would be expected to show a greater rate of being convicted
as charged than white offenders since they had a greater
probability of having been charged with felony-murder.

It

should be noted that while Bensin6 and Schroeder \-]ere not
directly studying the probability of sentencinp discrimination. their findings shed light on the deficiencies of
sentencing discrimination studies like those of Johnson and
Garfinkel which failed to examine the existence of legally
relevant intervening factors that may significantly correlate with both race and disposition.
Bullock (1961) in a 1958 study of sentencing for murder.
rape. and burglary in Texas. seemed to confirm the findings
of Johnson and Garfinkel. but only through a questionable
interpretation of his findings.

Bullock defines a "short"

sentence as imprisonment for 10 years or less

and a "long"

sentence as imprisonment for more than 10 years .
that for murder. whites were significantly more
blacks to get a long sentence.

He found

li~ely than

For burglary. however. he

found the opposite -- blac k s being more likely than whites
to receive a long sentence.
Since Bullock had no specific victim-related data. he
was forced to make some assumptions about the nature of the
victim-offender relationships for the crimes of murder and
burglary.

Thus. he was able to "explain" the apparent

inconsiste n cies which he identified.

First. Bullock assumed
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that murder was basically intra-racial.

Given this assump -

t ion, white offenders would be expected to re ceive harsher
sen tences since, according to the findings of Johnson and
Garfinkel, offenders with white victims receive lonFer
sentences than offenders with bl r ck victims .

Bur gla ry, on

the other hand, was assumed to be basically intra-racial for
white offenders and inter-racial for black offenders.

Again,

against Johnson's and Gafinkel's earlier findings -- if
the race of the victim were held constant, black offenders
wou ld receive longer sentences than white of f enders -Bullock's findings seem to make sense.
It should be noted that Bullock did not actually contradict the findings of Bensing and Schroeder ; nor did he
verify those of Johnson and Garfinkel.

Instead, he accepted

and used their conclusions to reconcile what was otherwise
an annoying inconcistency in his findings.

Bullock seems

to go beyonc his da a sinc~ he did not have information about
the actual case-by-case victim-offender r elat~o ns hips for
the offenses studied .
He did, however, intr oduce the impact of geo graphy and
urbani zati on as si gnificant dimension s in the analysis of
factors relevant to differen t ial sentencin g patterns .

Hold-

ing race and offense constant, he found that in east Texas
convicted offenders were sentenced to longer terms than
in west Texas

and that lar g e-city counties in Texas

sentenced defendants to longer terms than did small-city
counties.
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A unique study by Herbert Jacob an~ Kenneth Vines (1963)
attempted to replicate studies over time.

They focused on

cases disposed of in 1954, 1958, and 1960, in Orleans Parish
Court in Louisiana.

The study examined the impact of race

•

on both dismissal rate and t he l ikeli hood of being sentenced
to prison for a year or more .

The 1954 data indicated little

difference in the court's treatment of blacks and whites in
terms of the two measures used.

Dismissal rates for the

two groups differed by only 1.6 percen.

Similarly, the

respective proportions of black and white offenders sentenced
to a year or more in prison differed by only 2 . 8 percent.
By 1958, however, the discrepancy in dismissal rates had
jumped to 13.8 percent with black offenders having the lowest dismissal rate.

By 1960, the difference in the propor-

tion of of fende rs being sentenced to a year or more in prison had grown to 13.5 percent with blacks bein~ more likely
than whites to receive the longer term.
If black offenders were guilty of more serious crimes
than whites, the differences in judicial processing might
have been expected .

However, Jacob and Vines sug~est that

these patterns held true for most of the offenses studied,
but the authors failed to provide measures of si~nificant
association.

It should be noted, n e vertheless , that this

study did address the dynamics of sentencing patterns, in an
attempt to empirical:y evaluate the degree to which certain
sentencing patterns cha n ge over time, and thus represents a
unique contribution to the study of sentencing variation.
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In the few years since its publication, research by
Wolfgang and Riedel (1973) on race and the death penalty in
eleven Sou thern s tate s hs become a virtual classic.

These

researchers found that the inter- or intra-racial nature of
rape cases rendered the prediction of life or death sentences
for the defendant plausible .

Inter racial rape cases were

found to receive disproportionately high rates of death
sentences.

As significant as the Wolfgang and Reidel study

seems to be, it does show certain deficiencies.

Fven though

the authors suggest that controlling for the criminal history
of the defendant failed to eliminate the statistically significant association between race and the type of sentence .
~1at they failed to make clear, however,

is what effects

these controls had on the magnitude of the association , or
what effects other controls might have had.
quence,

As a conse-

Wolfgang and Reidel only partially clarified the

question of the impact of race on sentencin~.
In an unpublished p aper, Chiricos, W~~do and Marston

(197 2) attempted to account for variations in the lengt h
of sentences imposed on offenders incarcerated in 1969 and

1970 in Florida.

The study focused on a population com-

posed of 2,583 offenders who had been convicted of either
rape, a ggrevated assault, armed and un armed robb ery, g rand
larceny, forgery, auto theft, burglary, narcotics, or
escape -- the ten crimes accounting for the greatest number
of prison admissions during the study period .
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In order to examine the relation ship between race
and sentence len gth, criminal history, age SES, and
urbanization of the court's jurisdiction were each
dichotomized and, in turn, held constant.

Before intro-

ducing these controls, blacks were found to have received
longer sentences for violent offenses , while whites were
found to have received longer sentences for property
crime s and escapes.

As controls were introduced, however,

these patterns changed.

Specifically, when controlling

for the number of prior

sentences, the authors found

that among offenders with one or no prior sentences,
blacks received longer sentences than whites for every
offense except auto theft.

On the other hand, for offen-

ders with two or nlo~e prior sentences, whites received
longer sentences than blacks for seven of the ten offenses.
Blacks with more than one prior ~onviction received
longe r sentences than their white counterparts for ra pe,
unarmed robber~ and ag2ravated assault.
Dichotomizinp, age, the authors found that for youthful affenders (under 21 years), blacks received longer
sentences than whites for six of nine offenses.

Youth-

ful white offenders receiv e d significantly longer
sentences than young blacks when conv icted of narcotics
viol ations.

In the 21 years or older group , whites

received significantly lon ger sentences for larceny and
escape,

while blacks received significantly lon r er

sentences for rape.
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Among lower SES offenders, blacks convicted :~or all
four violent crimes received significantly longer sentences than whites.

Convictions for grand larceny

broug ht whites longer sentences than blacks.

However,

the correlation between race and sentence all but disappeared for hi g h SES offender~.

Th2 only significant

differences related to longer sentences in the high SES
category were found for whites convicted of forgery or
auto theft.
Apparently, the rural/urban setting of the sentencing
jurisdiction was found to have been significantly related
to sentence.

Blacks received longer sentences than whites

for assault, armed and unarmed robbery in urban counties .
Interestingly, white offenders did not receive a significantly longe r mean sentence than
any offense.

black offenders for

Blacks received significantly longer

sen te nces for rape in rural counties, and for auto theft,
the inverse was true.
Giv e n the influence on t he rel ationship between race
and sentence length of the introduction of even one c on trol,

it would follow that the introduction of even more

controls would show even more influence.

Unfortunately,

the authors of this study reported no measures of association .

Therefore, while the findings a re instructive

with resp e ct to whether a genuine rel ationship exists,
they are of little help in suggesting the strenrth of that
relationship.
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John Hagan (1974) provides a statistical reconstruction
of 20 major resea rch projects on sentencing.

His summary

of this review treats, among other variables, the impact
of race on sen tencing.

Hagan submits that studies which

focus on nonc apital ca ses showed no relationship between
race and sentence.

Of the five studies on sentencing

of capi tal cases (four of which were conducted in the
South), three found that race pla ye d a significant role in
sentencing.

The only study reviewed that was conducted

out side of the South found no relationship between race
and sentencing at the level of third order partials.
Perhap s the most influential work in the study of
the relationship between race and sentencing variation is
that of Edward Green (1961; 1964).

His study of 333

defendants sentenced in Philad elphia in

1956-57

sho,<,e d

the critical si gnificance of second and third order con trols.

Like many of the studies reported above, Green

found that at the zero-order level of analysis, blacks
were significantly more likely than whites to receive a
severe sentence .

When offense and the number of pre-

vious convictions were held constant, however, differenc es
in the treatment of black and white offenders disappe a red .
Gr een ' s analysis generated a number of hypotheses
about the relation of race to several le g ally relevant
sentencing factors.
correlation

betw ~en

He suggested that the

alle~ed

race and sentence may only be spurious.

I n this regard , Green asserts that
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patterns of criminal behavior constituting
a given offense differ intrinsically not only
between the races, but within each race
according to the race of the victim.
Such
differences are legally sufficient to account
for the apparent racial differentiation in
sentencing (1964; 349-50).
In other words, Green is suggesting that robbery
involving a black offender witr a \-lh ite victim, for example, involves an entirely different set of behaviors,
and , therefore, is a "different" crime for the purpose of
sentencing than a robbery in which both the offender and
the victim are black.

Moreover,

those offenses are

behaviorally distinct from robber ies involvinp a white
offender - black victim or a white offender - white
victim.

Specifically, his analysis indicated that 61

percent of black robbery offenders whose victims were
white us ed a weapon in the course of the crime (versus
13 percent of black offenders with black victims); that
73 percent of the former (versus 38 percent of the latter)
had more than one indictment against ~hem ; and that 33
percent ver sus 18 percent of the two groups, resp ectively,
had a prior conviction for either r obbery or some other
felonly against the person.
The use of a weapon, multiple offense, and prior
record, Green argues are all independently related to
sentence outcome.

Consequ ently, the discrimination in

the sentencing of black robbery defendants on the
basis of the race of their victims is not racial at all,
but is founded on criteria that are legally compellinR.
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Summary
The fact that the preceding review of the salient
literature in sentencing disparity focusing on legal and
extra-legal variables (speci fical ly race) appears
sporadic reflects not the inadeQ'lacy of the revie~ process, but, instead, is indicative of the non-cumulat ive
chronolog y of sentencing research.

This review , however ,

does make a few points particularly clear.

Many of the

studies cited have made some valuable contributions, yet
these contributions have been l imited.

In other words,

the academic understanding of sentencing remains modest
and in many ways questionable.

Due to factors relating

to the scope, design, and methodology of the studies
cited, it is difficult to reconcile incompatable findings
or to compare the results of incompatable research designs.
Most of t he early studies were constrained by fundamental
conceptual problems .

Nearly all studies have focused

on a single cour t, jurisdiction, or region , a sinele
offense or type of offense, single or few independent
variables, and a single point i n time.

Too often they

relied on g ross dich otomizations of variables
to introduce even the most simple of controls.
d ef icienci es thus

and failed
These

indicate that many of these studies

ignore the con fou nding possibilities of statistical
interaction and spuriousness.

Moreover,

the analyses have

generally been narrow in terms of the types of variables
studied.

Most of these studies have focused exclusively

on sentence length
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and have ignored the ~qually important

determination of whether a defendant will be imprisoned at
all.

Finally, it should be noted that practically nothing

is known about how sentencing

~ractices

may change from time

to time or vary from region to region.
What is known about sentence variation may be limited to
a few possible inferences about the nature of sentencing
practices and race with respect to homicide in North Carolina
in the 1930's (e.g ., Johnson and Garfinkel), or in urban
Cleveland around 1950 (e.g., Bensing and Schroeder); with
respect to murder, rape, and burglary in Texas in 1958 (e.g.,
Bullock); most offenses in New Orleans in the late 1950's
(e. g., Jacob and Vines); robbery, burglary and theft in
Philadelphia in 1956-57 (e.g., Green); or ten major offenses
resulting in imprisonment in Florida in 1969 (e.g., Chiricos,
et al.).

Indeed, since most studies to date have been suf-

ficient only to Sustain the most tentative hypotheses about
the particular dimension of sentencing which they address,
and have been too narrowly focused to address the sentencing
decision from a broader perspective, it is not surprising
that so li ttle is known about sentencing and race in general.
For example, we know little about what variables serve
as nlajo r contributors to the determination of sentence.
Similarly, we do not know the relative priority of various
factors in sentencing; how much variation can be explained
by legal as opposed to extra-legal variables; and the variability of sentencing policies over time, or as functions
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of jurisdiction, caseload, .md other features of judicial
process.
Inter-racial variations in sentencing, however, can be
examined, quantified and analyzed through various statistical
techniques.
the

rese ~ rch

The remaining chapters of this thesis describe
methodology and techniques used to examine the

problem of race and sentencing patterns in Kentucky and embody the conclusions of such appropriate operations.

While

not attempting to overcome all of the criticisms herein
leveled at exis ting research, this study does overcome many
of the critical deficiencies noted above.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the source
and nature of the empirical data which are used in this research and to present the important research variables and
statistical techniques which are useu in the data analysis.
In the first section of this chapter, data collection procedures are described in relation to the human subjects used
in the research -- a sample of 1603 Kentucky felons

~ !ho

were

either probated, shock probated or incarcerated in an adult
correctional facility within the State.

The next section re-

views the sampling procedures used in the data collection
and the constraints produced by the data collection

method.

The third section of this chapter ir. troduces the dependent,
independent and control variables as they are used in the
analysis.

Each variable is operationally defined and con t rol

variables are placed in t o theoretical clusters in order to
facilitate interpretation.

The final section reviews the

statistical procedures used in the anlysis.

An index of

sentencing equality is introduced and the s t atistical procedure known as test factor standardi z ation is described as it
is used in the subsequent analysis.
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Source and Method of Data Collection
The da ta used in this study were originally collected a s
part of a research grant from the Kentucky Crime Commission
and Western Kentucky University.

The original grant, span-

nin g 1975-77 under the Department of Sociology, provided
s upport for a broad ranging

invesr ~ gation

of judicial sentenc-

ing within the Commonwealth, measurement of the psychological impact of short and medium-term incarceration and the
delineation of the efficacy of vari ous sentencing alternatives available to the judiciary of Kentucky .

This research

is summarized in the final report , Shock Probation: The
Kentucky Experience (Faine and Bohlander, 1976).
This research uses information drawn from the files of
the central office of the Bureau of Corrections as part of
the larger study .

Trained coders examined institutional and

probation "jackets" for a total of 1603 male and female
offenders remanded to the Bureau of Corrections for either
probationary supervision or

~ncarceration.

inmate or probationary files in order to
different variables.

Coders examined

r ~ cord

n early 140

Though numerous infonllational sources

were used within offender files, most of the data used in
this investigation came from three primary sources (Faine
ar.d Bohlander, 1976).
Sever a l of the variables showing personal, demogr aphic
or offense related attributes were primarily drawn from the
Presentence (Prep aro le/Preprobation) reports generated by
the Bureau. Sever al derived vari a bles, such as residential
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transiency and employment statbility. were globally ceded
by subjectively interpreting the information in these report&
The F. B. 1. information "rap" sheets provided the second major
infonnational source.

These reports provided arrest. con-

viction and previous imprisonment ra cords.

Additional in-

formation was drawn from either the institutional background
'if1Ork-up sheets (Form B) or the Basic Inventory form used in
probation .

According to the original investigators :
Random validity checks were carried
out to assure the reliability of the data
collected and coder performance. Occasional
discrepancies between sources of data were
resolved through analysis of the internal
consistency of the documents examined as
well as through further investigation of
supporting documents in the file. Coders
examined each document available for every
case samp led in order to develop an understanding of the tot a l dimensions of the
record. (Faine and Bohlander. 1976 : 48)
Sampling and Weigh t ing Hetho ds

The population of offenders considered for in c lus ion in
the sample contained a ll Kentucky felons sentence d be t ,.;een
March 1. 1972. and December 31. 1975.

A sample of 1603

offenders was drawn from listings of eligible offende rs
asing a disproportionate stratified sampling procedure .
This sampling method was used to guar an t ee sample compo s i tion according to sex and the type of sentence dispos i tion
(p robation. shock probation. or incacera tion)
shows the final sample composition.

us ~d .

Table 1

Table 1.
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Sample Composition Accordin g to Sex and Sentencing
Disposition.

Type of
Sentence
Disposi tion

Male

Female

Frequency
Percent
(Unweighted)

Frequency
Percent
(Unweighted)

Prison

450

32%

54

30%

Shock Probation

520

37%

62

35%

Probation

455

31%

62

35%

1425

100%

178

100%

Total

,

It is necessary to use a weighting procedure in order
to correct for the over-sampling of shock probationers and
women offenders relative to the sampling fractions used for
proba tio ners and inc arcerees.

Table 2 presents the individ-

ual case t-leights used for each strata of the sampling design.
As can be seen in this table, the wei ghting procedure greatly exaggerates the actual sample si ze so that the [ ubsequent
analysis will outwardly be based on a total of 1704 offenders (the weighted total), though in actuality the true
sample size is 1603 (the unweighted total).
While the disproportionate str at ified sampling design
is ideally suited for statistical comparisons of groups of
varying population size, it causes a number of problems when
inference is shifted to the target population .

Case wei ght-

ing overcomes the problem of disp roportionality and also
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Table 2.

Sample Weights and Weighted Sample Compos Ltion .
Male

Female

Type of
Sentencing
Disposition

Weight

Prison

7.9556

3 ~8 0

3.0556

165

Shock Probation

1. 0077

524

1. 0151

63

Probation

6.7253

3060

6.6452

412

Tot a l

the

Weighted
Frequency

Weight

Weighted
Frequency

7164

640

over- and under-representation of particular groups of

subjects.

Traditional descriptive statistics may be used

in the analysis of a weighted sample although case weighting
serves to under-estimate sample heterogeneity.

Case weight-

ing, however , especially disproportionate weigh ting, greatly
affects the use of inferentjal statistics or tests of
statistical significance (Blalock, 1960 : 199-406) .

Sampling

error is greatly under-e stimated and the artifical weighted
sample, grown to nearly five times the actual sample si ze,
virtually guarentees that the slightest group differ ences
wfll be significant, though substantively uninteresting.
For these reasons, no tests of statistical si gnific a nce are
used in this research.
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Measurement of Variables
This sectior. reviews several methods of defining and
operationalizing the dependent variable (type of sentence
disposition). Race, the sing le independent variable, is
discussed in the subsequent section.

This section also

contains a discus sion of over t welve additional variables
which are utilized either to describe racial differences
according to selected variables or in the refinement of
racial sentencing

equal~ty

indices.

Dependen t Variable : Type of Sentencing Disposition
The dependent variable (type of sentence disposition ,
outcome, or severity of penal sanction) has been both theoretically and operationally defined in several different
ways in past research .

Hagan (1974), in his review of 20

studies of judicial discrimination or discretion, points out
that sentencing outcome has been defined as the actual
sentence in months or years, the type of sentence outcom
(j ail, probation, fine, imprisonment, etc . ), the relative
percentage of convictions, the frequ ency of death sentences,
or the relative rate of appellate review.

Recent federal

publications (Sutton, 1978 ; Pope, 1975) have attempted to
resolve this lack of agreement among researchers by promoting one or both of the following de finitions of sentencing
disposition: 1) a Sen tencin g Weight Index (Sutton, 1978 : 6)
which combines the length of supervision and/or confinement
into an ordinal scale with severity weights r nging from 0
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to 80; and 2 ) an ordinal ranking of the appropriate sentencing outcomes in terms of severity of penal sanction (suspended sentence; prob ation ; shock probation; imprisonment).
The first measure, sentence ~eighting, is problematic
in this research for two re as ons.

First, Kentucky law places

strict minimum and maximum pen ~l sanctions according to the
felony class in which the offense is located.

Class D

fel on ies, such as grand larceny, are punishable by at least
one but not more than five years of imprisonment in the
State penitentiary o r reformatory.

Cl ass A felonies, in-

clusing homicide, are punishable by a sentence of twenty
years or more.

Thus, offense is defin itionally related to

the length of confinement and the level of the severity as
defined by sentencing weighting.

This problem confuses the

identi fication of judicial discrimination and discretion and
ignores the real latitude in sentencing -- the decision
whether or not to deny the offender his/her freedom by the
imposi t ion of a sentence to imprisonme n t .

Similarly, the

sentencing wei ght method is of questionable applicability in
the Commonwea l th of Kentucky since the penal code provides
for jury sentencing.

Though ov er 90 percent of Ken t ucky

felons plead guilty without the benefit of jury trial, j ury
sentencing also serves to hide judicial latitude.
The second measure of penal sanction , type of sentence
disposition, is a more accurate reflection of the behavior
of the judiciary.

Commonwealth circuit court judges may

( 1 ) suspend the imposi t ion of sen tence so as to release the
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offender into the community under probationary supervision

by the Bureau of Correc tions; (2) initially sentence the
offender to imprisonment only to subsequently release the
offender back into the community under probationary supervis i0n as provided in the shock probation enactment:
Sub ject to the provisions of KRS Chapter 419,
any county or circuit court may, upon motion
of the defen dant made not earlier than thirty
days nor la ter than sixty days after t he
defendant has been delivered to the keeper
of the ins titution to which he has been
sentenced, suspend the further execution of
the sentence and place the defendant on
p ro bation upon such terms as t he cour t
determines. (Criminal Law of Kentu cky, 1975 :
section 439.265);
or (3) sentence the offender to imprisonment for the length
of the sentence subject to the operation of good time and
honor time .
This research uses the second measure of sentencing outcome by operationally defining type of sentence disposition
as (1) probation if the offender was released into the communi ty without having served one or more day s of confinement in
a reformatory or penitentiary; (2) shock probation if the
offender was released from prison through the use of the
shock probation statute; or (3) inca rcerate d if the offender
was se ntenc ed to and confined in prison without the benefit
of a suspended sentence or early release exclusively through
shock proba tion.

Shock probation offenders. while being

both incarcere es a nd proba tioners during their period of
correctional supervision. were classified and coun te d only
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as shock probation cases.

Men released from prison by any

other method (expiration, parole , conditional release,
commuta t ion, p a rdon or transfer to another correctional
jurisdiction) were always included in the incarcerated sample.
It should be noted that the dependent variable is a
trichotomous, ordinally ranked variable

Regular probation-

ers receive the least p unit ive sanction; shock probationers
receive a minimal period of imprisonment (not to exc eed 130
days); incarcerees receive the most punitive penal sanction
and the g reatest deprivation of liberty.
Independent Variable: Race
The race of the offender was usually derived from the
presentence reports although institutionalized offenders were
also identified by the institutional photograph and jacket .
Race naturally fell into a dichotomous classification: white
(76 percent of the sample) and black (24 percen t of the
sampl e ).
Control/Specific atio n Variables
A total of 21 additional variables are used in this
research either in the description of relevant whi te -black
differ ences according to nume rous legal and extra-le ga l
distinctions or in the specification of finite sentencing
distributions for whi te s and blacks when salient legal considerations are held constant.

These 21 additional variables

have been organi ze d into eight clusters or group s of variables having similar cont e nt or theoretical implication.
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The first variable group is actually composed of one
variable, Offense Type,

a four-part categorization of the

criminal offense and offense description contained in the
Presentence Report.

Each of the four offense categories

was operationally defined as follows :
1.

Violent This category includes those offenders
convicted of a serious crime against the person
such as murder, rape, robbery and assault .
Property offenders (burglary, theft, forgery,
frauds, and the like) were included in this category if, from the offense description originally
drown from the police report, the offense involved either the use of a deadly weapon or
culminated in bodily injury to others requi ring
at least treatment at a hospital . P.omicide,
even without criminal conviction, would be
sufficient to recode a property conviction into
a violent crime designation . Simi larly, offense
des riptions alleging forcible rape automatically
reclassified property convictions into the violent
crime category.
Robbery, the taking of property
by force, was coded as a violent crime.

2.

Property This category contains all property
offenses (larceny , burglary, auto theft, frauds,
etc . ) not meetin g the personal harm or use of
weapon criteria necessary for inclus ion as a
violent: offense .

3.

4.

Dr~

The offense grouping contains all drug
convictions, either for possession or
trafficking .

re~ated

Other Any offense conviction not fitting one of
the above descriptions was pooled into this residual category.
For he most part, this offense
grouping contains all crimes against the state
and public justice (perjury, escape or aiding
to escape, fraudulent use of credit or authority.
and the like).

The second variable group, Offense Seriousness Indicators, is composed of the S~llin-\oIolfgan~ (1964) seriousness index as well as three variables which are based on
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segments or portions of the Sellin-Wolfgang seriousness
index .

This index is a unidimensional seriousness scale

which conbines a set of weights indicatinp public perceptions of the gravity of criminal acts with the number of
times distinct criminal even ts took place as part of the
crime (Sellin and vlolfgang, 196 ~ : 292-318).

The scorin~

procedures outlined by Sellin and WolfganE were followed
explicitly usine t he Presen tence (Preprobation/Preparole)
report prepared by the Bureau of Corrections.

Though

the ori g inal Sellin-Wolfgang scale was developed only
to indicate a summary measure of the social harm involved
in the criminal offense, this scale was also decomposed
into three subscales so as to yield a total of four
measures:
1.

2.

Seriousness (Total) The total seriousness scale
or index is composed exactly as the ori g inal
Sellin-Wolfganr measure.
The score value earned
is a function of the (a) number of victims of
bodil y h arm; (b) the number of victims of forcible
sexual intercourse; (c) presence of victim
inti mi dation; (d) the number of premises forcibly
entered; (e) the number of vehicles stolen; and
( f ) the val ue of property stolen or destro yed.
In all, 17 different aspects of criminalit y may
be present , each with a unique seriousness weight.
The total score, or total seriousness measure,
is equal to the sum of the number of such events
or inst a nces alle [ ed in the crime multipli ed by
the respective seriousness wei g ht assirned to
each event in t he crime.
Seriousnes s (Personal Harm)
This measure is a
subscale or subcomponent of the total seriousness
scale.
The score value is 'restrict e d to that
portion of the total scale value earned from
alleged personal harm to a vic tim resultin g in
treatment wi~hout hospitalization , injury with
ho spita li za tion, death, and rape, with or without
intimidation with a weapon.
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3.

Seriousness (Use of Heapons) This index indicates
that portion of the total seriousness scale score
earned through victim intimidation.
The "weapon"
aspect of the measurement is emphasized because,
in nearly all ins tan ces, score values were earned
through the use of a deadly weapon rather than
physical or verbal intimidation .

4.

Seriousness (Property)
This indpx is dra\Vl1
from t he section of the Sellin- '.!olfr,an ? seriousness index which summarizes, through a sliding
weighted scale based on estimated value , the
gravity of the crime in terms of property stolen
or destroyed, the number of premises forcibly
entered and/or the number of motor vehicles
stolen .

vfuile each of the preceding measurements can assume
a wide range of values, in the following analysis each
has been collapsed or recoded into either a dictotomous
or trichotomous format.

The indexes for personal harm

and the use of weapons are presented dichotomously with
the low score being equal to a score of zero on the particular index and a high score being equivalent to a score
of one or more.

The total seriousness index is treated

trichotomously.

A low score desifnation (a score ) f 0

t hroug h 2) was most often earned by simple larceny, simple
(and single) c a r

theft or breaking and ente ring, all with-

out the use of a weapon or resulting i n personal injury.
A medium score (3 through 6)1 could be earned by harming a
victim,

thoug h not so seriously as to require hospitali-

zation,

the use of a weapon in order to perpetrate a theft,

or by multiple motor v ehicle theft or property theft or
destruction alone in excess o£ an estimated $80,000 value .
The high score on the total seriousness index (a score of
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7 or higher) nearly always results from forcible rape,
serious bodily injury or death or numerous counts of
bre aking and entering, motor vehicle theft or smaller
valu e property theft or destruction.
The third variable group, Previous Felony Record,
is composed of three variables summarizing t he offender's
previous criminal history as reported in the F.B.I. "rap"
sheet and both state and local police reports:

(1) previous

felony arrests, used here as simply a dichotomy of more or
one or more ; (2) previous felony convictions, as used
dicho tomously as none and one or more; and (3) previous
(felony) imprisonment, also used as

a either-or variable.

No distinction was made between minimum, medium or maximum
security confinements.
The fourth variable eroup, Personal Characteristics,
organizes four personal characteristics as obtained predominantly from the Pr esentence Report:

(1) sex ; (2) age,

organized into three l evels: 15- 20 years-of-age; and 27
years-of-age or older;

(3) marital status at t he time of

probation or admission to prison,

treated dichotomously as

married (including common law desirnation) or not married
(single, divorced, separated or widowed); and (4) the
number of dependents (other than the offender hi ~self)
the subject had at the time of probation or sentencing.
Two indicators of Social Status compose the next
variable grouping.

The first , job skill level, is a

dichotomous classification derived from a Hollinpshead
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measurement of occupation.

It is used here as indjcating

either possession of a skilled (or hieher) job or a semiskilled (or lower) status job.

The second variable,

education, is treated dichotomously; less than high school
completion or high school completion or more.
The sixth variable frouP, Sommunity Inteeration
Indicators, contains three variables:

(1) employment status,

representing whether or not the offender had a fulltime job before arrest or sentencing;

(2) alleged peer

criminality, treated trichotomously as none, possible or
definite; and (3) alleged home criminality, ordinally
scaled as being absent (no parent/sibling criminality
known or suspected), possible (environment and parental
attitude supportive of deviant behavior but no known
parent/sibling criminality), or definite (actual encoura g ement or known parent/sibling criminality).
According to Faine and Bohlander (1976: 94) data
coders were instructed to carefully read all of the information containe d in the reports submitted by the presentence investi g ating officer and then make a qualitative
assessment regardin g both peer and horne criminality.
In other words,

the coding was intended to be a reflec t i o n

of the information made available to the circuit court
judg e by the investigating officer, rather than an
assessment by the coder of the support for such alle ? ations.
Normative Stability, the seventh v a riable grouping,
contains:

(1) previous drug abuse, an either-or desi~nation
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of whether or not the presentence investigation alleged
that the offender had a present or past history of drug
abuse (unspecified); and (2) previous alsohol abuse, a
present-absent designator as derived from the same report.
The final variable group, Presentence Investigation
Recommendations, is composed of two va ri ables indicating
whether or not, according to the officer preparing the
report,

(1) community sentiment favored lenient treatment

(probation, shock probation, parole) of the offender, or
(2) local law enforcement officials (police officers,
sheriff, or jailers) or other community officials recommended the offender for lenient treatment by the court .
Both of these

variab ~ es,

official (police) attitude and

community attitude, are presented dichotomously as either
favoring or not favoring such treatment.

This informa t ion

was ususally derived from a section of the report in
which the investigating officer summari z ed such public
sentiment.

While there is no way of knowinr whether or

not the officer actually conducted the said surv e y, n onetheless, both variables do summari z e the recomme nd a tions
made available to the judg e prior to sentence disposi t i o n.
In addition to these variables, the offender's crimina l
history was also
Prior Record.

sun~arized

in a h y brid variable labeled

A "10\,," score on this variable indicated

that the offender had neither been previously arrested
for a felony, nor had been committed to a juvenile
institution as a youth, nor sentenced (and serving) time

in a lotal jail for a m"demeanan t tonvit tion.

A "medi urn"38

'core On thi, variable inditated either previou, felony
arre't (With or Without tonVittion), having 'erVed one or
more day, in jail folloWing a mi'demeanant tonvittion, or
having 'erved time in a juvenile delinquenty in'titution
A "hig h" "are on the P'ior retard variable tould only be
athieved by haVing actually 'erved time in pri,on for a
previous felony conviction.

Statistical Procedures

The data anaIY'i, tontained in the fOl!owin, ,e"io ,
Utilize, only bivariate and multiva riate pertentage
n
table, .

A, ,uch, the,e pre,entation, require 'imply a

compari,on of the relative

~ite

and blat. pertentag e,

Within tYPe, of ,ent ente di'PO'ition for torrett inter_
pretation.

Eath tro" -tabUlation of ,entente and rate

al,o tontain , an equa lity index

~I)

a, demon,trated below, the extent

whith '"""ariz "

.0

e
whith the 'en tent.,

given to blat ' , are identital, pertentage wi,e, to tho'e
Te" fattor S tandardi za tio , a method
n
for 'tandardizing bivariate pertentage table, for the nongiven wh i t., .

in ter a ttive effett, of oth e r variable"

a later section.

i, di'tu"ed in

Egualitz .!nde~

In the fOl!owing anaIY'i"

White-blat' ,.ntenting

differente, are mea'ured with an equality index (EI)(U.S.
Bureau of Cen,u"

1970).

The EI, whith is al,o the

compl ement of the dissimilarity index proposed by Duncan
and Dunc a n (1955),

is defined b y the formula EI

=r
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min(wib )

where w.1 and b 1. are the respective percentages of whites

i

and blacks in the ith sentencing category and the summation from one to three indicates t Ole three sentencing
alternatives in Kentucky: prison, shock probation and proba tion.

Thus,

to calculate an EI for any sample of white

and black offenders, we compare the black and white
sentencing distributions, Summing the mininum percentages,
either white or black across the three sentencing alternatives,
The EI ranges from 0 to 100 and varies directly with
the similarity of the white and black sentencing distributions.
If complete sentencing equality exists in that
the white sentencing percentage distribution is identical
to the black percentage distribution, then the EI ta kes
the value of 100.
If complete sentencing inequality
exists in the sense that white offenders never receive the
same dispOsition as blacks and vice versa,
assumes the value O.

then the EI

Values of the EI between 0 and 100

indica te the amount of overlap between white and black
sentencing (perc nt age ) distributions .

Fquival ntly,

the EI indicates the proportion of Whites who rece iVe
dispOsitions equal to the same proportion of blacks,
for example, an EI of 75 indicates that 75 percent of
whites receive sentence dispOSitions
perc e nt of blacks.

the same as 75

Thus,

In addition to its straigh tforward interpretation,
the EI has the added advantage of beine insensitive to
the number of dispOSitional alternatives available to
judges in a given state.
That is, equality indices
pertaining to a state with onl y two sentencing alternatives
(such as probation and incarceration) can be readily
compared with equality indices generated from a state
with mOre than two sentencing alternatives.

An FI of

a specific magnitude indicates the actual extent to which
the white and black sentencing distributions overlap,
independent of the number of sentencing alternatives
available.

A second advantage of the EI is that it is

aI,o in,en"tive to the relative POpularity or unpopularity
of particular sentencing alternatives.
a sample

EI generated for

in which imprisonment is used extensively are

readily comparable to EI generated for a sample which
uses imprisonment Sparingly.
The EI, h o'vever, does have an importan

~

disadvanta/?:e

in t hat interpretation is obfuscated when either of the
folloWin g conditions are violated.

First,

the available

sentencing alternatives should be rank ordered.
That is,
they can be ordered in terms of Some dimension such as the
"extent of punitiveness" inherent in each alternative.
For example, in this investigation,

the three sentencing

alternatives in Kentucky may be ranked from least to most
punitive as follows : probation, shock probation and
imprisonment.

Second, there should be a definite and con-

sistent tendency for one offender proup, such as whites,
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to always

proportionately receive either a more or less

punitive sentencing alternative.

Thus, in order to un-

problematically interpret an EI of, for example, 75, it
is necessary to know a priori that a greater proportion of
one g roup is always found in the more punitive sentencing
alternative.

This condition was met

in this study in

all but one instance in which an [I was calculated: a
greater proportion of blacks received incarceration
whites.

than

Conversely, in nearly all of sentencing distribu-

tions examined in the following analysis, a greater proportion of whites received regular probation than their
black counterparts.

Interpretation of the EI statistic

in terms of the percent of white and black receivine
shock

probation is aided somewhat

in that whites always

received the greatest proportional representation in Lhe
shock probation categ ory.
As indicated above, all of the data presented in this
analysis are weighted to re flect the actual popu lat ion
distribution for the Sta t e of Kentucky.

For this reason,

no tests of statistical significance will be applied to
t he sample statistics.

However, nearly all

of the per-

centages and EI presented below are based upon a sufficiently
l a rge number of unweighted cases so as to preclude large
sampling error.
Test Factor Standardi z ation
The statistical procedure known as "test factor
standardization" (cf. Loether and McTavish, 1974: 297-301)

is a me t hod of r emoving the effects of control variables
(t est f a c to rs) f r om bivariate percenta ge tables.
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The

no t i on o f standardi z at i on implies that the procedure
effe ct i v ely " removes " the impact of one or more test or

independ~nt

Con trol variables from their influence on the
a nd depe n dent variable .
In the following analysis, test
fa ct or standardi za tion is the method used to remove the

impa c t of offense type and/or prior record from the relation_

. h ip between .en t en,'ng d"Po.ition (the dependent variable)
and race (the independent variable).

The resultine

" standardized'" relationship between race and sentence is
t h us free of r acial differences in prior record or
offense .
Test factor standardization is actually a method for
recombining partial percentage tables in which the test
factors or Control variables are held constant.
this research,

In

for example, partialling the zero order

relationship between race and sentencing on prior record
(a three-category variable) and offense type (a four

-

cate go ry variable) produces a total of twelve hivariate racesente ncing tables.Test factor standardization recombines
t he partial tables back into the zero order table dimension_
ality by weighti ng the cell percenta g es in each partial
table by the proportion of t he total caSes distributed
within each partial tab l e .
I n so dOing, differences in
sente n c ing d u e t o o ffe n se type and/or prior record are
remove d s o as not to be c On tami nated with, and loeically

confused with, the effect of race.
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The impact of test factor standardization can be to

create, inflate or de'troy the Original bivariate relation_
'hip in the un'tandardi,ed table.

Logically, in thi, re-

search , standardization of the white-black distributions

according to offen,e type (given black over-repre,en tation
or relative disproPOrtionality in violent crimes) and
prior reCord (given the obvious relationship between
sentence dispOsition and previous criminal record) serves

to remove from the impact of race two important Con'idera_
tion,.

Generally, one would expect the 'tandardi,ation

to favor an arguement again't racial bia, in ,entencing
by reduCing the magnitude of sentencing disparity or
inequality between whites and blacks.
Tes t factor standardization is not an appropriate
research procedure when interaction is present or parti-

Cularly intere'ting.

That i"

to the exten , that intere't_

ing racial difference, occur in the ,entencing, of white,
and blacks, perhaps to even reverse the hypothesi s of
more lenient treatment tOWard whites, and to the extent

that particular combination, of offen,e and prior reCord
rever'e an otherwi'e con'i, tent patteen of racial 'entencinr,
te't factor 'tandardi,ation i, inappropriate.

Howevee,

de'Pite the ,eeming appeal of 'uch PO"ibilitie"

the data

analY, ed herein Con'i'tently meet the a"Umption of no inter_
action.

That is, the percentage differe nce and, most

importantly, direction of the relation'hip

between

~ite

and black sentencing is consistent within

COI"~ inations
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offense and prior record.
This method of standardization is representative of
the more

~eneral

research strategy used in this research .

A distinction must be made between legal and extra-legal
(and potenti ally discriminatory) factors or considerations
used by the COurt.

Judges, by the cOnstraints imposed

by the legal code, must sentence within the minimum and
maximum penalities established by law.

Though

the

Kentucky penal code did not exclude certain types of
offenders from sentencing alternatives
period for the data,

durin~

the time

there is an obvious relation ship

between the sentence length and perceived social harm
and perceived offense seriousness .

Offense type,

therefore,

is a legal consideration-_ a n aspect of the crime which
must be reckoned with by the

CO~rt.

Similarly, judges,

by law, are supposed to consider prior criminal rec ord
during sentencing, obviously making this variable a lepal
consideration.
Acco rding to a 1976 survey of the Commonwealth circuit
court judges and Commonwealth attorneys,

these two legal

considerations are given the Tilost importance of relevant
considerations ( Fa ine and Bohlander, 1976: 231).

Jud~es

and prosecutors rated the seriousness of the offense as
the most important conSider, t ion in case dispoSitions
resulting in shock probation , prior criminal record was
given the second highest consideration.

The third most

highly rated considerations. "potential adjustment t o the 45
COI,lmUn i ty . " is too vag ue to imply a Specific operational
definition .
This research uses offense type, prior record

a~d

offense seriousness as Control or test factors.

In so
dOing, it starts with an implicit assUmption that demon-

,tratable difference in ,entencing according to race may
in fact be due to any or all of the'e legal Con'iderations.
Race. the independent variable. is obViously an extra-

legal con'ideration, much the 'arne a, marital 'tatu"

'ex

or age.

To the extent that difference, in sentenCing

per'ist after removing che effects of these test factors,
it can be concluded that ,entencing i, not raCially blind.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

The previous chapter has presented the research design
and data collection procedures used to measure type of
sentencing disposition (the dependent variable), race (the
indepen dent variable), and a host of control or specification variables used in the analysis.

The first section of

this chapter introduces each of the control/specification
variables as cross -t abulated by race.

Each of these bivar-

ia te presentations, as summarized into eight collec tions of
relatively homogeneous variable sets, uses weighted cases
so as to correct for the unrepresentativeness of the sample
as generated by the
disc ussed earlier.

Jisproportionate stratified sample method
The examination of these bivariate tab les

cons titutes a preliminary step to delin eating the most critical con trol variables for the subsequent analysis of sentencin g equality .
The second section of this chapter

p~esents

the actual

de gree of sentencing similarity between white and black
offenders as summarized by the equality index described in
Ch apter III.

The sentencing used for whites and blacks is

stra tified by the introduction of control variables through
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test factor partialling and test factor Standardi,ation.
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These combined methodologies yield multivariate tables of
sentencing dispOSition.

Moreover, the final tabular pre-

sentations allow for the assessment of sentencing equality
between Whites and blacks after first removing the effect of
correlated legal and eXtra-legal considerations.

The result-

ing sentencing disparity, as summari,ed by the £1 statistic,
is indicative of the influence of race in the dispOSition of

criminal defendants,

Legal and Extra-Legal Differences
Between Whites and Blacks

As a preliminary Step to the calculation of sentencing
dispOsition equality, this section delineates the differences
be tween White and black offenders aCCording to eight Sets
of legal and extra-legal Offense/offender Characteristics.
Differenc es aCCording to Offense Type for White and bl.,k
offenders are presented in Table 3.
sentation, blacks are

o~r-repreSented,

offenders, in Violent Offenses.

~ites

were sentenced

AccOrding to this pre-

~r

relative to White

Whereas 22 . 1 Percent of the

Violent crimes and/or property

crimes which resulted in personal injury the Use of • •eapon,
40 . 5 percent of blacks fell into this Classification.

White

males were over-repreSented in property offenses (64.1 perCent versus 48.1 percent for blacks) which did not involve
the Use of violence.

Tab l e 3.

Offense Type By Race (Males Only).
hlhites

Va r iable

Frequency
(Weighted)

Blacks
Percent

Frequency
O,,' eigh ted)

Pe r cent

678

40.5%

Offense Type
Violent l

1213

22 .1%

Property

3513

64.1%

805

48.17,

Drugs

466

8 . 5%

164

9.87.

Other

290

5.3%

27

l. 6%

5482

100.0%

1673

Total

100.07,

lViolent category contains property offenses which resulted in personal inju r y, death,
forcible rape , or which involved the use of a deadly weapon .

.t:-

oo
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Table 3 supports the c onten tion t h at t h e ty pe of
crimina l o ffense, a lega l conside r ation , is impo r tant l y r e la te d t o race.

Given the generally more punitive respo n se

to offenses involving the use of violence or weapons, it
is reasonable to assume that this disproportionate concentration of blacks i n violent offenses will also pr r 0uce
highe r rates of imprisonment as a direct result of this fact,
independen

of any sentencing bias due to race.

In other

words, the measurement and quanitification of sentencing
equa l ity must remove the influence of offense type in the
comparison of sentencing patterns for blacks and whites in
order to adjust for this apparent maldistribution.
The second variable set, Levels of Offense Seriousness,
summa r izes the white-black differences according to four
indices of the seriousness of the offense for which the
offenders were sentenced.

According to Table 4, black

offenders were more likely to have commited an offense inv olvin g the use of weapons (34.3 perce nt versus 17.2 pe ~~ cnt
for whites) and an offense resulting in personal harm (27.3
percent versus 17 .5 percent for whites).

This g r eater in-

volvement of blacks in more serious criminal off enses is
also s hown by the total seriousness sco re in that 41.3 percent of the blacks scored in th e "h igh" category as opposed
to o nl y 29.7 percent of the whites.

White offenders were

somewh at more likely to have been convicted of a property
offen se which scored in t h e "high " range (34 . 5 percent for
wh ites; 2 7 . 9 percent for blacks).

In sum,

the evidence

Table 4 .

Levels of Offense Ser iousness By Race (Hales Only).
Whites

Variable

Frequency
(Weighted)

Blacks
Percent

Frequency
n':eighted)

Percent

Seriousness (Total)2
Low (0 -2)
Medium (3-6)
High (7 or more)
Total

1478
2035
1483
4996

29.6%
40.7%
29.7%
100 . 0%

Seriousn ess (Personal Harm)2
Low (0)
High (lor more)
Total

390
496
623
1509

41 20
875
4996

82.5%
17.5%
100 . 0%

Seriousness (Use of Weapons)2
Low (0)
Eigh (lor more)
Total

1097
411
1509

72 . 7%
27.37100.0%

4135
861
4996

82.8%
17.2%
100.0%

Seriousness (Theft)2
Low (0,1)
Medium (2 , 3)
High (4 or more )
Total

991
518
1509

65.7734.3%
100. 0%

1474
1800
1722
4996

29.5%
36.0%
34.5%
100.0%

524
565
420
1509

37.4"1.

25.8%
32.87,
41.3%
99 . 9'7..1

34.7727.9%

lmJ.O%

Ipercentages do not total to 100 . 0% because of rounding error.
Drug
2
offender, are excluded becn"'e of the inapplicability of the Sellin-Wolf,ang Index.
Ln

o
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presented in Table 4 suggests a second legalistic ar gu ment to explain the greater concentration of blacks in more
punitive sentencing alternatives.
Table 5 presents racial differences according to the
percent of offenders with one or
convictions, or imprisonments.

more previous arrests,
According to this ta'J le ,

black offenders do appear before the court with more serious pr ev ious felony histories in that a greater percentage had been previously arrested and convicted than their
white counterparts.

However, the differences according to

previous imprisonme nt are

ne ~ligible

since ro ughly the same

percentage of whites and blacks had been previously imprisoned .

The evidence contained in this tabl e suggests

that a third legal consideration -- either previous felony
arrest or conviction --

w~y

influence the apparent sentenc-

ing disparity between whites and blacks.
Distributional differences in the sex, age, marital
status and number of dependents for whites and blacks
summarized in Table 6.

ar ~

Women con stitute only a small

minority of the total sample and therefore have been
eliminated from the subsequent data a naly sis in order to
homogenize the sample and to avoid the potentially specifying effect of gender.

A~e

differences between whites and

blacks are small, with blacks having a slightly r reater
likelihood of fallin g into the youngest a g e

cate ~o ries .

Differe', lces accordinr to marital status and the number of
dependents are marked:

nearly 40 percent of white males

Table 5.

Previous Felony Record By Race (Males Only).
\\Thites

Var iable

Frequenc y
(Heigh ted)

Blacks
Percent

Frequency
(\~ei ? h ted)

Percent

50.8%

Previous Felony Arrests
None
One or more
Total

2784
2698

49 .2i.

692
981

4l. 4',
58 . 6'/,

5482

100.0%

1673

100.0%

3660
1822

66.8%
33.2%

1021
651

6l. 1'7.
38 . 9'7.,

5482

100.0%

1673

100. 0%

4425
1056

80 . 7i',
19.3%

1312
347

79.1%
20.9'/.

5481

100 .0%

I658

100~

Previous Felony Convictions
None
One or more
Total
Previous Imprisonment
None
One or more
Total

V1
N

Table 6.

Personal Characteristics By Race.
Whites
Frequency
(Weighted)

Blacks
Percent

Frequency
(\~eigh ted)

Percent

Sex
Male
Femal e
Total

5482
431
5913

92.7%
7.3%
100.0%

1673
209
1882

88 . 9%
11.1'7.
100 . 0!

1453
2290
1722
5465

26.6%
41. 9'7,
31.5%
100 . 0%

488
714
470
1672

29.2%
42.7"/.
28.11.
100 . 0%

2158
3296

39.6%
60.4%

415
124 1

25.1%
74.9%

5454

100.0%

1656

100.0"

1091
581
1672

65.2%
34.8%
100 .0%

Age (Nales On ly)

15-20
21 - 26
27 or older
Total
Mar i tal Sta tus (Hales Only)
Married, Cormnon Law
Single, Divorced,
Separated, Widowed
Total
Number of Dependents
None
One or more
Total

2787
2643
5431

51. 3%
48 . 7%
100.0%

VI
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were married at the time of the presentence investigation
as opposed to only 25 percent of black males.

Similarly,

whites were more likely to have one or more dependents at
t he time of sentencing (48.7 percent versus 34 . 8 percent
for blacks).
1arital status and dependency differences can also
surface in sentencing differences if it can be argued that
judges are more likely to be lenient toward those who are
married, especially with extended dependency.

Althoue h

these differences clea rly represent extra-legal considerations in sentencing, nonetheless, it will be necessary to
control for marital status in the assessment of racial
sentencing equality so that the observed level of equality
can be measured independent of sentencing disparity attributable to either marital status or dependency .
The relationship between race and two social status

ind~cators -- job skill level and educationa l a ttainment
is

shown in Table 7 .

The overwhelminp majority of offend-

ers failed to complete high school or to attain reg ular
employment rated as skilled or hi~her.

Differ nces in

job skill levels b etween whites and blacks are small with
less than a 4 percent difference.

Blacks and whites differ-

ed more according to educational attainment, with 29.5
percent of whites completing high school and only 22.9
percent of blacks.

However,

the low predictive power of the

status indicators suggests that they are not important
considerations in standardizing the white and black samples.

Table 7.

Social Stacus Indicators By Race (Males Only) .
Blacks

Whites
Frequency
(Weighted)

Variable

Percent

Job Skill Level
Skilled or higher
Semi-skilled or lower
Total

694
4267
4961

100.0'7.

1232

22.9'7"

4139

77.1'7.

Educacion
High School or more
Less than Hi gh School
Total

5371

Frequency
(Weighted)

Percent

141

10.2·/

1241

89.8'70

1382

100. 0'7,

474

29.5'7

1131

70.5'7,

1605

100 . 0'7.

Table 8 contains a comparison of racial differences
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according tc three "community integration" indicators:
employment status; alleged peer criminality; and alleged
horne

c~iminality.

The last two variables summarize the

present en c e investigator's implicit or explicit portrayal
of the offender ' s involvement in either the criminality of
peers or the level of other criminalit y present in the
horne.

Employment differences are extremely small; whites

and blac ks were equally likely to be regularly employed
prior to a rrest.

Blacks were somewhat more likely than

whites to rate high on the peer and horne criminality
assessments : nearly 2 percent more of whites had no alleged
peer criminality; over 5 percent more of whites were coded
as having no home criminality.

Taken as a whole. however,

the community integration indicators are not strong ly
correl ated with race.

Therefore. the subsequent analysis

i gno res e Q:h of these variables as an important

co ~tl ol

factor in standardizing the two racial groups.
Previous drug and alcohol involvement is shown according to race in Table 9.

Black mal s were considerably more

likely to h ave a history of drug abuse (41.4 perCelt versus
24.9 percent for whites).

\.Jhitt! males, however. \., ere a

little more likel y to have a histor y of alcohol abuse
(63 . 6 percent ac compared with 60.6 percent for blacks).
Despite the relatively strong differences in previous
d r u g use b etween whites and blacks,

this variable is

o f secondary importance in comparison with previously

Table 8.

Community Integration Indicators By Race (Males Only).
Blacks

Whites

Percent

Percent

Frequency
(Weighted)

2652
2636

50.2'7.
49 .8'7,

836
814

49 . 3'70

5288

100.0'7.

1650

100.0%

None
Possibl.e
Definite, Severe

1390
2055
1569

27.7'7.
41. 0'7.
31. 3'7.

392
578
567

25.5%
37.6'7
36.9'7.

Total

5014

100.0%

1536

100.0%

None
Possible
Defi n ite, Severe

2896
957
1034

59.3'7.
19.6'7.

744
312
309

54.5%
22.9%

Total

4886

100 .1'7.

1364

100.1%1

Variable

Frequency
(Weighted)

Employment Status
Re gular
Irregular, Unemployed
Total

50.1'7,

Alle ge d Peer Criminali ty

Alle ged Home Criminality

2l. n

1

22 .

n.

V1

error .
Ipercentages do not total to 100.07. because of rounding

......

Table 9.

Normative

Stability By Race (Males Only).

Whites

Variable

Frequency
(l.,reigh ted)

Blacks
Percent

Frequency
( Heigh ted)

Pe rcent

Previous Drug Use
Absent
Present

411 6
1365

Total

5481

75 .1%
24.9%
100.0%

Previous ALcohol
Abuse
Absent
Pre sent

1994
3487

To tal

54 81

36 . 4%
63. 6%
100.0%

981
692
1673

65 9
1014
1673

58 .67..
41.47
100.0%

39.4%
60.67
100.0%
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cited variables.

First,

the greater propo r tional repre -

sentation of blacks among drug users is in part already
measured by the variable offense type.

According to this

earlier presentation, blacks were disproportionately found
among drug offenders.

Second , prior drug use is not an

obvious judicial consideration , especially in comparison
with those variables sho~m above to strongly correlate with
race.

Offense type, prior criminal record, offense serious-

ness, sex, age, and even marital status are either obvious
sentencing factors ~ immediately evident to the sentencing
judge.

Prior drug use , on the other hand, is a secondary

consideration and quite likely not generally recognized
by the sentencing judge.

For these reasons, and in antici-

pation of the limi tat ions of the following multivariate
model to accomodate further specif ic ation, prior drug use
will not be included as a control variable.
The final variable set, Presentence Investigation
Recommendation, summarizes the explicit community or law
enforcement attitudes related in the investigatory reports.
Blacks received proportionately fewer favo rable reco mmen dations from both the police and the community.

Bowever, the

differences according to race are not particularly strong:
7 percent more of the ~hite offenders r eceived a favorable
police recommendation and 5 percent more received a favorable community recommendation .

Morevover,

these recommenda-

tions were often missing as shown by the diminished sample
size.

For these reasons , these variables will be d evalued

Table 10.

Presentence Investigation Recommendations By Race

(~ales

Whites
Variable

Frequency
(VJeigh ted)

Only).
Blacks

Percent

Frequency
(Feighted)

Percent

Official (Police) Attitude
Favorable Toward Leniency

1588

35.9%

347

28.3%

Unfavorable Toward
Leniency

2836

64.1%

879

71.7%

4424

100.0%

1226

100.0%

Favorable Toward Leniency

1862

48.7%

479

43.9%

Unfavorable Toward
Leniency
Total

1963

51. 3%

611

56 . 17,

3824

100 .07.

1090

100.0%

Total
Community Attitude
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in the subsequent analysis.
Summary of Racial Correla tes
The preceding bivariate tables show
support for the retention of legal and

varyin~ levels

of

extra-lc~al variables

as important covariates of racial sentencing equality.
The type of offense,

the seriousness of the offense and

prior criminal history of the offender are all both legal
factors in sentencing and important correlates of race.
These correl ates, lef t uncontrolled, obfuscate the relationship between race and sentencing due to their disproportion_
ate presence among black offenders.

Sex and marital status

also correlate with both race and sentencing disposition.
Other extra-legal considerations -- education, skill level,
a.ge, alleged home and peer criminality, presentence recommendations, alcohol and drug abuse and employment status -- are either of no or diminished importance .
The following analysis of
pertain only to male offenders.

sentencin~

equality will

Prior felony arrest,

c onviction or imprisonment will be summarized into a
con g lomerate variable, "prior record," indicating the
presence or absence of several aspects of criminal history:
1) no prior confinement in jail followinp a misdemenant
conviction; no prior felony arrest or conviction; no prior
confinement as a juvenile delinquent; 2) prior felony
arrest without imprisonment;

prior jail confinement

following a misdemeanant conviction; detention in a juvenile
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institution as a delinquent; and 3) prior prison commitment.
White-Black Sentencing Equality
Table 11 presents the percent of white and black
offen ders receiving each of the sentencing options by
sex.

Black men were sent to prison a g reater proportion

of sentencings than white males (58.5 percent for blacks,
and 47.3 percent for whites).

Similarly, a disproportion-

ate number of white males receive the less serious penal
sanctions of shock probation and probation.

Ps summarized

by the equality inde x presented in Table 11, there is an
88.8 percent " similarity" or level of equality between
Hhite and black male offenders .

This percentage, it should

be noted, is derived by summing the lowest percent figure
across each of the three sentencing alternatives.

The

EI may also be interpreted to show that 88.8 percent of
the white and black males receive equal treatment.

A

third interpretation of this statistic is that there is a
100 - 88.8 or 11 .2 percent inequality in the sentencing of
males .
Femal es are obviously treated less punitively by the
courts according to the evidence contained in Table 11.
White \vomen were act uall y imprisoned in only 17 percent
of the felony convictions , whereas black women were imprisoned 43.9 percent of the time, n ear ly as often as white
me n a nd more comparatle in value to the tre atment of black
men than other wome n. In fact,

the discrepant treatment of

Table 11.

Sentencing Disposition By Race and Sex.

Sentence

Female

Male

Total
White

Black

White

Black

v.'h i te

Black

45.1%

56.9%

47 . 3%

58.5%

17.07.

43.97.

8.3%

4.9%

8.2%

4.5%

10.67.

8.3%

46.6%

38.2%

44.5%

37 .07.

72.4%

47.8%

Total

100.0%

100.0'7.

100.0'7.

100.0%

100.0%

100.0'7,

Weighted N

(5913)

(1881)

(5482)

(1673)

(431)

(209)

Prison
Shock Probation
Probation

White-Black
Equality Index

88.2%

8~.8%

73 . 1%
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black women in comparison with their white counterparts is
summarized by the EI of 73.1 percent.

Because of this

strong inequality in sentencing disposition and the dissimilarity of treatment given white women vis-a-vis other
offenders, the subsequent analysis utilizes only male
offenders.
It should be recognized that the 88.8 percent equality
in the sentencing of male offenders is a statewide averape
based on the entire sample without white or black standardization on other variables.

Table 12, however, shows that

sentencing policies differ considerably depending on whether
or not the cour t resides in an urban or rural county.

Per-

usal of this table shows that rural courts are considerably
more punitive than urban courts : both white and black
offenders are more likely to be imprisoned in a rural area.
Similarly, rural areas use the least punitive action,
probation, less often than urban courts .
Partialling on the urban-rural placement 2 f the court
reduces the overall lev 1 of sentencing equali t y .

~~ites

and blacks are treated least similarly in urban area
(EI

= 83.9 percent).

Slightly higher sentencing e q ualit y

can be seen for rural courts , which sentence 87.5 percent
of whites and blacks to the same dispositional outcomes.
Thus,

the urban-rural nature of the court clearly specifi e s

the typical sentencing outcome and inflates the overall
State sentencing equality by averaging the rates of rural
and urban courts.

The statewide statistic is artifically

Table 12.

Sentencing Disposition By Race in Urban and Rural Courts
Urban Areas

Sentence

Prison
Shock Proba t ion
Probation
Total
Weighted N
White-Black
Equality Index

1percentages do no t

(~~les

Rural Areas
Black

\.Jhi te

White

Black

57 . 2"1.

52.5'7,

64 .9"1,

41.1%
8.1%

4.1"1.

8.2"10

6 . 4'7.

39 . 2"1.

28.6'7,

50.9'7.

38.7%
100 . 0"1.

99 . 9'7.

(1391)

(2983)

100 . 1"1.

1

(2499)
83 . 9"1.

1

99 . 9"1,
( 282 )

87 . 5%

ro~nd to 100.0% because of rounding error.

1

Only) .
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high due to the greater proportional concentration of
blacks in urban areas, \vhere greater leniency is shown,
and the over-representation of whites in rural areas where
sentencin g in more punitive.

These divergent sentencing

patterns serve to somewhat mitigate each other, producing
the higher overall equality index.

The data presented

·. 1

Table 12 demonstrates that the sample must be further
stratified or refined in order to remove the effect of
court location.
Table 13 presents the sentencing dispositions of
white and black male offenders after the two groups have
been "standardized" or made artifically equal in terms of
their proportionate distribu t ions on offense type ,
prior record, and both offense type and prior record.
Standardi z ing the two group s on offense type serves to
increase the overall sentencing equality from 88.8 percent
to 93.2 per c e nt.

This improvement means that at least

part of the inequality is more prop er ly attributable to
the greater representation of blacks in violent offenses
than it is to racial discrimination.

Similarly, standard-

ization f or prior record improves the equality calculation
from 88.8 to 92 . 3 percent.

The greatest statewide sentenc-

ing equality is achieved \/hen the races are made equal
on both offense type and prior record simultaneously :
EI

=

96 . 7 percent.
TIle ~mpact of test fac to r standardization from these

two legal considerations is to diminish sentencing disparity.

Table 13.

Sentencing Di,po'ition 'By Race

(¥~le,

Only), Standardized By Dffen,e Type,

Prior Record and both Offense Type and Prior F_ecord.
Standardized By
Standardized By
Prior Record
offense Type
Black
White
Black
White

Prison
Shock Probation
Probation

54 . 8'7,

8 . 1'7.

4 .9'7.

43.9'7.

40 .3'7.

48.5%

50.6'7,

48.1'7.

55.6%

8 . 1%

4.8'7.

8 .2%

4.4'7,

43 . 4'7.

44.67.

43.8%

40 . 0'7.

100 . 0'7.

100. 0'7.

100 .1'7.

100. 0'7.

(5482)

(1673)

(5482)

(1673)

1

Total
v!eighted N
\.,1hit.e-Black
Equality Index
lpercentag

48.0%

es

100 . 0°/.

100 .0%

()482)

(1673)

93.2%

Standardi zed By
Offense Type and
Prior Record
White
Black

92.3'7,

96 .7'7.

2

do no t total to 100.0% because of rounding error.

'Thi, equal iCy index violate, the a"umption that black' receive more punitive ,entence,
tion
becau,e of che higher percentaee of black' receivin, probation . An equali ty
index
computed the ,ame a' the other indexe' would equal 98.0% for thi' di'tribu
.
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However, it should be kept in mind that the figures shown
in Table 13 reflect state\vide sentencing patterns, without
delineation of the urban-rural differ ences.
Urban sentencing equality, after standardization for
prior record and type of offense, is tabulated in Table 14.
Be fo re taking prior record and offense into consider r_ ion,
white offenders in the urban courts were treated considerably better than blacks in terms of the rela tive percentages
receiving probation or shock probation.

The equality index

of 83.9 percent shows that nearly 1 of every 5 black males
receive d a more punitive sentence disposition than his
white counterpart .

This sentencing disparity is diminished

when the urban whites and blacks are standardized for the
offense cla ssification and prior criminal record.
however,

Still,

the equality index of 90.5 percent may be substant-

ively interpreted as showing the black urban male offender
is not treated equally before the courts.

~oreover,

discretionary judicial treatment is not simply a

the

functi ~

of the greater criminal histories of blacks or their
g reater concentration in crimes of violence.
A third legal consideration, offense seriousness,
is in trod uced in Table 15.

It shoul d be noted that the

data presented in th is table applies only to urban males
and that the equality indices reflect standardi z ation for
prior record, offense and offen se seriousn e ss.

Partialling

for offense seriousness does not uniformly improve sentencing equ · 1 ity.

The equal treatment of \"hite and black

Tabl e 14 .

Sentencing Disposition in Urban Areas By Race (males Only), Unstandardized
and Standardized By Offense Type and Prior Record.
Unstandardized

Sentence

Prison
Shock Probation
Probation
Total
Weighted N
White-Black
Equality Index

Standardized

White

Black

Uhite

Black

41.1%

57.2%

41. 9i'.

51. 4%

8.1%

4.1%

8.8%

3.9%

50.9%

38.7%

49.3%

44.7%

100.0%

100.0%

100.07.

(1391)

(2475)2

(1391)

100.1%1
(2499)
83.9%

90.5%

lpercentages do not total to 100.0% because of rounding error .

'Standardized percentage, are ba'ed on fewer ca'e, becau,e of mi"in, value, introduced
through standardization on offense type and prior record .

Table 15.

Sentencing Disposition in Urban Areas By Race and Offens ~ Seriousness
(Hales Only). Standardized By Offense Type and Prior Record .
Offense Seriousness 2
Low

Sentence

Medium

High

White

Black

White

Black

\-Jhi te

Black

36.2%

42.67,

39.3%

47.3%

53.0%

70.1%

9.9%

4 .2i'o

7.8%

3.4%

7.9%

5.2%

53.9%

53 . 2%

52.97.

49.3%

39.2%

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100 .1%1

100.0%

Weighted N

(931)

(509)

(1095)

(553)

(658)

(481)

Prison
Shock Probation
Probation

Vlhite-B1ack
Equality Index

93.6%

92 . 0%

24.

82.97.

1percentages do not total to 100.0% because of rounding error.
2A11 figures derived after standardization by both offense type and prior record.

n.
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offenders is highest among those offenders who scored
low on the total Sellin-Wolfgang seriousness index (EI
93.6 percent) .

=

Offense seriousness control also improves

the overall "standardized" urban figure from 90.5 to 92.0
percent.

However, sentencing equality sharply decreases

among those offenders who were sentenced for a crime which
rated as "high" in seriousness.

Urban white and black males,

equal in offense type, prior record and offense seriousness
__ the three most important legal considerations at the
time of sentencing
cent of the time.

are sentenced equally only 82.9 perIn fact, Table 15 suggests that race is

an important sentencing consideration or component since the
disparity demonstrated exists independent of the influenc e
of the three legal considerations controlled in the analysis.
Recalling the greater concentration of white offenders
in the married category of the variable marital status,
Table 16 ~ontrols the influence of this variable on sentencing by stratifying the urban male comparisons accordingly .
The ~quality of sentencing remains in the 1m" 90' s for both
married and unmarried white and black offenders, with
standardization for prior record and offense.

This evidence

suggests that marital status is not producinp. the sentencing
disparity identified herein.

In other words, at least among

urban males, control for marital status, prior record and
offense differences between whites and blacks is not sufficient to eliminate most of the se ntencing disparity found.

Table 16.

Sentencing Disposition in Urban Areas By Race and
Standardized By Offense Type and Prior Record .

~4rital Status (Males Only),

Marital Status
Married, CLl
Sentence

Unmarried

l

White

Black

White

Black

Prison

40.5%

50.0%

44 . 1'7.

52 . 7%

Shock Probation

10.1'7.

3 .5'70

7.6'7.

4.1%

Probation

49.4'7.

46.5%

48.3%

43.3%

Total

100.0'7.

100.0'7.

100 . 0'70

100.l'7.

Weighted N

(924)

(329)

(1478)

(1047)

White-Black
Equality Index

90.5%

2

91. 5'7.

l~larried designation includes married and co~mon law (CL); unmarried includes sinFle,
divorced, widowed, and s eparated.
2percentages do not total to 100.0% because of rounding error.
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Summary of Empirical Findings
This chapter has presented the empirical results derived from

the statistical analysis of sentencing dispositions

according to race.

Sentencing "equality" was measured by

an equality index (EI) which summarized the extent to which
the white and black sentencing distributions were comparable.

Eight clusters or sets of variables were first cross-

tabulated by race in order to identify important covariates
of race.

Sentencing disparity was then analyzed in a

multivariate model which allowed salient lefal factors or
variables to account for as much of the sentencinp disparity
as possible.

Residual sent encing disparity was equated with

racial discrimination to the extent that standardization
for legal sentencing considerations failed remove the
initial favorable treatment afforded whites.

The followinp

general conclusions were reached :
1.

Strong differences can be found between white and

black male offenders according to the type of offense
committed, the serio usn ess of the offense, and the prior
criminal history of the offender.

In each of these

co~pari

sons, blacks were disproportionately concentrated in categories which result in more severe penal sanctions.
2.

\.Jhite and black male offenders also differ accord-

ing to several personal and demographic variable.
are under-represented in rural areas of the State.

Blacks
They are

also more likely to appear before the court as: unmarried,
younger, poorly educated, poorly recommended by the officer
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conducting the investigation and allegedly more involved
in criminal behavior and drug abuse.
exception of

t~e

However, with the

urban-rural and marital differences, person-

al and demographic differences between whites and blacks
were smaller than those identified for legal considerations.
3.

Sentencing equality varies from a low of 73.1

percent between white and black women to 96.7 percent
as the statewide male figure after standardization for
offense and prior record.

However, the urban-rural place-

ment of the court strong ly interacts with sentencing such
that the magnitude of inequality is underestimated in the
statewide figure.

Sentencing equality among urban males

was calculated to be 83.9 percent ; among rural males,
sent enc in g equality was 87.5 percent.
4.

Furhter refinement of the compariso n f rou ps reduc-

ed t he level of sentencing disparit y but did not eliminate
it.

Standardization of the groups for offense and prior

criminal his t ory differences reduced the magnitude of
sentencing inequality.

Nonetheless, considerable sentencing

d is parity continued to e xist even wh en the comparison
was limited to urban males who were ma de comparable on
offense, prior record, offense seriousness and marital
s tatus .

This multivariate analysis strongly suggests that

differences in the judicial treatment of black offenders
may be attributed to race or other extra-legal considerations.

CHAP TE P. V
SUMY~RY

AND C0NCLUSIONS

Despite the obvious magnitude of sentences rendered by
the criminal justice process each year -- totaling literally
in the hundreds of thousands

the social sciences have fail-

ed to generate data adequate to support certain fundamental
tenants of American criminal law.
only one of these principles

This thesis has addressed

that all citizens are to be

considered " equal" when charged with a criminal offense regardless of their ethnicity, religious preference, or race.
SpecificRlly, we have addressed the proposi tion that the
judicial sentencing of convicted felons is not racially biased
against black offenders.
The allegation of racial discrimination \vithin th
criminal justice process is by no means a new contention.
The police, for example, have received considera Ie criticism
for their alle Ee d discriminatory treatment of blacks and
other minorities even though social scientists have yet to
produce quality empirical data to support this contention.
The correctional treatment of black persons, either in confinement or on probation or parole, has also received considerable lay attention though researchers characteristically
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disregard these areas .

Indeed , even the review of litera-

ture addressing racial discrimination at the point of sent~nc
ing has done little more than outline the sources of diversity
found and the problems of defining and measuring the elusive
topic.

Those studies focusing on the impact of the atti tudes

of judees (Smith and Blumberg, 1967 ; Nagel, 1962 , 1963;
Hogarth, 1971) ultimately lead one t o believe that the problem of racially-based discretionary sentencing is non-systematic.

That is, judges may themselves be drawn from particular

groups within society which are unsytflapthetic to'vlard blacks,
or as a group judge s may be too political, poorly trained,
or unknowledgeable.

Yet, since the problem concerns simply

aggregated individuals, proper selection and training of
judges may resolve the problem.

Ultimately, hm,'ever,

the

problem is systemic in that, accord i ng to the data presented
above, it is more likely than not to be a problem characteristic of the entire criminal justice process itself.

At

the very least , the proof cannot be found in the attitudes
or predispositions of judges, but instead must be demonstrated hy the actual behavior of the judge at the time of sentencin g .
Of the sentencing studies reviewed, several were early,
rather unsophisticated investigations of the role of race in
sentences for homicide or rape (Johnson, 1941; Garfinkel ,
1949; Bensing and Schroeder, 1960; \-lolfgang and Reidel,
1973).

Othe ~' s fail to provide compelling evidence because

of the investigators' inability to control for salient
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characteristics known to influence sentencinf (Bullock, 1961.
Jacob and Vin es,
Howeve r,

t¥lO

1963) .
previous studies were shown to have

employed what might be called "strong" research evidence.
Green's 1964 study is clearly one of the most cited investigations of sentencing dispari ty .

This is in no small part

because he found that, after introducing offense and the
number of previous convictions as control variables, the
initial sentencing disparity between blacks and whites
disapp eare d or, in statistical terr.ts, was "explained away"
by the introduction of the controls .

~oreover, his study

did little to encourage further research since he argued
that the behavio ral acts, not the offenses, were so different
between blacks and whites that the judicial treatments were
rendered unc omparable .

In other words,

the control of le~al

considerations aside, researchers should aSsume that measuring the crime, as perceived by the court, was not simply
an additive total of offense-offender characteristics.
The study by Chiricos (1972) is also eermane to the
present investigation.
criterion variable,

Using length of sentence as their

the study by Chiricos et al. produced

several interes ting findings as previously summari zed in
Chapter II .

First, sentence disparity was offense specific

with a few reversals in the generally more lenient treatment
of whites.

Second. certain white-black differences failed

to disappear even with a limited introduc tion of certain
lega l controls .
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lbe present investigation has rejected the use of
se ntence length as the critical measuring rod of racial
disparity in favor of sentencing disposition -- whether the
offender was probated. shock probated or incacerated -as the real index of penal sanction.

Part of the choice

stemmed from the statutorily prescribed lengths of sentence
permitted by law.

At a different level. it was also argued

that. given the independent ope rations of parole. food
time and honor time. sentence length hardly reflects the
real magnitude of the penal sanction.

Sentence disposition,

however, is not only controlled, with few exceptions, by
the sentencing judge, but also determines critical issue
whether or no t to deprive the offender of his freedom
thro ugh prescribed confinement.
Both previous and contemporary sentencing studies have
a misplaced concern with assessing the problem according to
th e magnitude of the association found betwe n race and
sentence.

No one rea lly con t ends that race must be

strong-

ly correla ted with sentence in order for the criminal justic e
system to show concern .

Rather. despite the low association

typically reported. the distributional differences which
produc e the association are of importance. whether they be a
5 percent or 50 percent difference in treatment.

Corre-

lation, it can be argued. is most suitably employed where
the demonstration

of a strong correlation is the only

research concern.

Sentencing disparity, OP the other hand.

is a topic where any difference attributable to race,

re g ardless o f how sma l l , is of major concern.

This is
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e s p e cially tr u e when suc h recially based sentencing difference s r e ma in after the consideration and control of legally
r e l e va nt v ariables.
TIli s st u dy has used an equality index (EI) as a measure
of se n tencing equality.

This measure, which summarizes

t h e p e r ce n t of distributional similarity between the sentencing o u tcomes of blacks and whites, ranges from

a

to 100.

As many as five control variables were introduced through a
c ombination of test factor standardization and partialling
o f the zero order race-sentence disposition tables.
As a preliminary step to the analysis of sentencinr
i n equality, race was cross tabulated by a number of leral and
extra-legal offender-o ffe nse attributes.

Not suprisingly,

black and White offenders appear before the court with
different characteristics:
1.

Black offenders ar e disproportionately represented
in violent and drug offens es.

2.

Black offenders who appear before the court are
more likely to have commited an offense rated as
serious due to the use of force or a deadly
weapon.

3.

Blacks are disproportionately found in urban Courts
where sentencin g is generally more lenient, thus
confusin~ the issue of comparable treatment.

4.

Blacks are more likely to have a previous
criminal record in terms of the number of previous
felony arrests and convictions.

5.

White and black offenders differ according to
several personal or demographic considerations:
wh ites are more likely to be married, older, somewh at mo re employable a n d more likely to receive
favo ra bl e community Support.
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As p r esented in Ch apte r V, the computed levels of
sentencing eq uality may be summarized as follow s:
1.

The statewide white-black index for males vias
88.8 percen t and 73.1 percent for women.

2.

The introduction of standardization for offense and
prior record greatly increased the level of sentencing equality (£1 = 92.3 - 96.7 percent).

3.

However, statewide comparisons were found to preatly
under estimate actual sentencing disparity due to
the overrepresentation of blacks in urban areas .

4.

Control for the urban-rural location of the
court dropped the standardized equality indices to
83.9 percent in urban areas and 87.5 percent in
rural areas.

5.

Standardi z ing the black and white distribution for
offense type and prior record incr eased the index
to 90.5 percent in urban areas.

6.

The introduction of offense seriousness furthe r
reduced the standardized level of disparity (E1 =
82.9 - 93.6 percen t) depending on the level of
seriousness.
However, even with sex, court location,
offense, prior record and offenser seriousness
controll e d, white offenders continued to recei ve
ne arly hal f of their original level of preferential
tre: ... tme n t .

7.

Control for marital status with offense and prior
record standardized also failed to produce
se ntencin g equality above 91.5 percent.

At the very least, the present study demonstrates the
resiliency of sentencing disparity to the logical analysis
di ctate d by a l eba lis ti c approac h.

Despite the consideration

and control of offense type, prior record, offense seriousness
and t h e court location, male sentencing inequality failed
to dis appear.

Although the specific le vel of disparity

is tie d to certain specifyin g characteristics (such as
offense seriousne ss and marita l status), the over-riding
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tendency within the circui t courts of Kentucky is for
black offenders to be slightly over 90 percent equal in
terms of receiving judicial leniency.
The results of this investigation will not be a panacea
or definitive answer to the ques t ion of racially-based
sentencing inequality.

Although the unweighted sample size ex-

ceeded 1600 , it is clear that a tremendously la rge and
sophisticated data set is required to permit the depth of
detailed standardizations and partiallings necessary to
eliminate pre-existing white and black differences.

The

present investi gation, it is hoped, will contribute toward
the eventual resolution of this issue .
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